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ABSTRACT

Objective: The aim of this work was to estimate agreement of self-reported heart failure (HF) with physician-
diagnosed HF and compare the prevalence of HF according to method of ascertainment.
Methods and Results: ARIC cohort members (60–83 years of age) were asked annually whether a phy-
sician indicated that they have HF. For those self-reporting HF, physicians were asked to confirm their patients’
HF status. Physician-diagnosed HF included surveillance of hospitalized HF and hospitalized and outpa-
tient HF identified in administrative claims databases. We estimated sensitivity, specificity, positive predicted
value, kappa, prevalence and bias–adjusted kappa (PABAK), and prevalence. Compared with physician-
diagnosed HF, sensitivity of self-report was low (28%–38%) and specificity was high (96%–97%). Agreement
was poor (kappa 0.32–0.39) and increased when adjusted for prevalence and bias (PABAK 0.73–0.83). Prev-
alence of HF measured by self-report (9.0%), ARIC-classified hospitalizations (11.2%), and administrative
hospitalization claims (12.7%) were similar. When outpatient HF claims were included, prevalence of HF
increased to 18.6%.
Conclusions: For accurate estimates HF burden, self-reports of HF are best confirmed by means of ap-
propriate diagnostic tests or medical records. Our results highlight the need for improved awareness and
understanding of HF by patients, because accurate patient awareness of the diagnosis may enhance man-
agement of this common condition. (J Cardiac Fail 2017;23:802–808)
Key Words: Heart failure, administrative claims, medical records, self-report.

Patient report of having physician-diagnosed heart failure
(HF) has been used clinically and to quantify the burden of
HF in the community. In the National Health and Nutrition
Examination Survey (NHANES), self-report of a physician
diagnosis of HF is used to estimate the prevalence of HF in
the United States (US). HF is difficult to diagnose and iden-
tify in population research. Although this difficulty is not
limited to estimating the accuracy of self-reported HF, esti-
mates comparing self-reported HF and clinically diagnosed
HF,1 medical records,2–8 and health administrative data4,9 may
be affected. Given the complexity of diagnosing and classi-
fying HF, it may be difficult for health professionals to
accurately inform patients of the diagnosis, which may limit
the accuracy of self-report of physician-diagnosed HF and
therefore the practical advantage in using self-report to es-
timate prevalence of HF.

Compared with self-reports of HF, self-reports of coro-
nary heart disease and myocardial infarction have greater
validity. However, most prior studies compared self-reported
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HF with only a single benchmark. Because no consensus exists
on a single HF classification scheme, examination of the agree-
ment and validity of self-reported HF against different
benchmark definitions of HF is desirable. Therefore, in the
Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) study cohort,
we addressed an individual’s ability to convey prior diagno-
ses of HF by estimating the agreement of self-reported HF
with confirmation of HF by the participant’s health care pro-
vider, hospital medical record extraction, and the presence
of HF International Classification of Disease, 9th Edition, Clin-
ical Modification (ICD-9-CM) codes in administrative claims.
Estimates of the prevalence of HF based on these methods
of ascertainment were compared.

Methods

Study Population

The ARIC study is an ongoing prospective cohort of 15,792
men and women aged 45–64 years at baseline (1987–1989)
recruited from the following 4 US communities: Forsyth
County, North Carolina; Jackson, Mississippi; Washington
County, Maryland; and suburban Minneapolis, Minnesota.10

Standardized physical examinations and interviewer-
administered questionnaires were conducted at baseline and
at 4 follow-up visits through 2012. Participants were addi-
tionally followed annually (from 1987) and semiannually
(beginning in 2012) through telephone interviews and review
of hospitalization and vital status records. Institutional Review
Boards at each participating institution approved the study,
and every participant provided written informed consent at
each examination.

Self-Reported Heart Failure

Starting in 2005, participants were asked questions regard-
ing their HF status during annual follow-up telephone
interviews. Participants who reported a diagnosis of HF or
who reported that their heart was weak, that their heart did
not pump as strongly as it should, or that they had fluid in
their lungs before 2005 were classified as having prevalent
HF. Participants free of self-reported HF before 2005 were
asked at the initial (2005) and subsequent annual telephone
interviews whether a doctor said that they had HF, or if their
heart was weak or did not pump as strongly as it should, since
the last time they were contacted. The approximate date of
diagnosis and whether or not the participant reported an HF-
related hospitalization was also collected. Participants were
classified as having new self-reported HF if they answered
“yes” to either of the above questions.

Physician-Confirmed Heart Failure

In parallel with the ARIC participants’ self-reported HF
status, confirmation of HF from the participants’ physicians
was sought. If a participant reported being diagnosed with
HF, or told by a physician that their heart was pumping weakly,
they were asked to authorize a release of medical informa-

tion from their physician. Once a signed authorization was
obtained, the provider of medical care was sent a survey to
confirm their patient’s HF status, HF characteristics, and treat-
ment status.

ARIC-Classified Heart Failure

Before 2005, ARIC recorded ICD-9-CM codes but did not
abstract HF records; we excluded participants who had an HF-
related ICD-9-CM discharge code of 428.x in any position.
Starting in 2005 ARIC conducted continuous surveillance of
hospitalized HF events, including acute decompensated HF
(ADHF) and chronic stable HF among the cohort partici-
pants. The medical records of all cohort hospitalizations are
abstracted by trained study staff adhering to a common
protocol.11 Each record is reviewed for any evidence of rel-
evant HF symptoms or mention by the physician of HF in
the hospital record. If the hospital record contains such con-
firmation, a detailed abstraction is completed. Abstracted data
include the elements required by 4 diagnostic criteria com-
monly used (Framingham, modified Boston, NHANES,
Gothenburg) and ICD-9-CM codes. Each hospitalization el-
igible for full abstraction is independently reviewed by 2
physicians who are provided portions of the medical record
and a report of the abstracted data. Reviewers then classify
hospitalizations as definite ADHF, possible ADHF, chronic
stable HF, HF unlikely, or unclassifiable. Hospitalizations clas-
sified as definite or possible ADHF and chronic stable HF
were considered to be confirmation of HF for our study.

Heart Failure Identified From Administrative Claims

ARIC cohort participants’ identifiers were linked with
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) Medi-
care claims for the years 1991–2013 by means of a finder file
that included participants’ Social Security Numbers, sex, and
date of birth. From the total number of study participants with
available Social Security Numbers (n = 15,744), 238 died
before 1991 and 607 died after 1991 but before reaching the
Medicare eligibility age of 65 years, leaving 14,899 eligible
ARIC participants. A crosswalk file was used to identify ARIC
cohort participants eligible for Medicare coverage. The cross-
walk file between the ARIC study finder file and the Medicare
Beneficiary Summary file yielded 14,702 ARIC cohort IDs
for analysis (98.7% match).

Information regarding ARIC participant enrollment in fee-
for-service (FFS) Medicare was obtained from monthly
indicators of enrollment in Part A, Part B, and Medicaid buy-
in available from annual Medicare Beneficiary Summary files.
Continuous enrollment periods were created to indicate un-
interrupted FFS Medicare coverage, defined as enrollment in
Medicare Part A and Part B as well as lack of enrollment in
a Medicare Advantage (HMO) plan. All inpatient and out-
patient claims were linked.

Hospitalized HF was identified from Medicare Provider
Annual Review records by ICD-9-CM code 428.x in any po-
sition. Outpatient HF was identified from claims with
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Evaluation and Management service codes for new and es-
tablished outpatient visits, consultations, and established
preventive medicine visits matched with date of service found
in the Carrier (Part B) claims. Similarly to hospitalized HF,
outpatient HF events were identified by HF-specific ICD-9-
CM codes 428.0–428.9.

Eligibility

To assess measurement properties of self-reported HF, par-
ticipants were excluded if deceased or lost to follow-up before
January 1, 2005 (Fig. 1). Participants were also excluded if
they were hospitalized with an HF code (defined by an ICD-
9-CM discharge code of 428.x in any position) or self-
reported having HF before January 1, 2005.

To estimate and compare prevalence of self-reported HF,
ARIC-classified HF hospitalizations, and HF identified from
Medicare administrative claims diagnoses of participants alive
from 2005 to 2012, we constructed a cohort of participants
who had information available for all methods of HF ascer-
tainment. Participants were included if they responded to any
telephone interview questions regarding HF and were con-
tinuously enrolled in FFS Medicare for ≥1 calendar month
from 2005 to 2012. No exclusions were made based on prev-
alent HF before 2005.

Statistical Analysis

To verify self-reported HF, we calculated the proportion
of self-reported HF confirmed by physicians (verification).
Because only ARIC participants who self-reported having HF
(yes) were followed up for physician-confirmed HF (yes/
no), other measures of validity were not possible with the use
of physician confirmation (Table 1). To directly compare self-
reported HF with other methods of HF ascertainment, we also
calculated verification for ARIC-classified HF and HF as-
certained from administrative claims.

To compare self-reported HF (yes/no) with ARIC-classified
HF (yes/no) or administrative claims (yes/no), participants
were classified as true positive, true negative, false positive,
or false negative for each comparison. We evaluated agree-
ment (the number of true positives and negatives divided by
all participants), positive predictive value (PPV; probability
that a participant has recorded HF if they self-reported HF),
sensitivity (probability of positively self-reporting HF among
participants with recorded HF), and specificity (probability
of negatively self-reporting HF among participants without
recorded HF; Table 1). Finally, we computed prevalence and
bias–adjusted kappa (PABAK).12 Because both prevalence and
bias play a part in determining the magnitude of the kappa
coefficient, and the prevalence of HF is relatively low (~10%),

Fig. 1. Study design, Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) study (2005–2012). Self-reported heart failure (HF) ascertained from
ARIC annual follow-up telephone interview. FFS, fee-for-service. aDefinite and probable acute decompensated heart failure (ADHF) and
chronic stable heart failure (CSHF) ascertained from reviewed abstracted medical records. bAscertained from HF surveys sent to partici-
pants’ physicians for confirmation of HF diagnosis. cCenters for Medicare and Medicaid Services Medicare claims, International Classification
of Disease, 9th Edition, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) code 428.x in any position present in the hospital record, ICD-9-CM 428.x in
any position present in the hospital record, or ICD-9-CM 428.x present in the outpatient record.
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PABAK is considered to be an appropriate complement to
the traditional kappa statistic. PABAK is calculated as 2Io −
1 where Io is the observed agreement.

Prevalence and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for self-
reported HF, ARIC-classified HF hospitalizations, and HF
identified from Medicare administrative claims diagnoses were
estimated from 2005 through 2012. We made no attempt to
align the years of HF report with HF hospitalization or ad-
ministrative claim, but rather took affirmative responses at
any time as having agreed. All analyses were conducted with
the use of SAS V9.4 (Cary, North Carolina).

Results

Of the 15,792 members of the ARIC cohort, 3,305 were
deceased (n = 2,884) or lost to follow-up (n = 421) before
January 1, 2005, and 1,556 participants were classified as
having prevalent HF, leaving 11,846 participants for the present
analyses (Fig. 1). Among eligible ARIC participants, 59% were
female, 25% were African American (Table 2), and ages ranged
from 60 to 83 years in 2005. More than 40% of participants
had hypertension, and 12% had diabetes at baseline (2005).
ARIC participants with FFS Medicare coverage were similar
in age, sex, race, and comorbidity to all eligible ARIC par-
ticipants. Participants who self-reported HF were older and
more likely to be male, and had higher prevalence of diabe-
tes, hypertension, myocardial infarction, stroke, and coronary
heart disease at baseline (Table 2).

Prevalence

Of the eligible participants enrolled in FFS Medicare, 649
self-reported HF (6.9%, 95% CI 6.4%–7.5%) during ≥1 tele-
phone interview (n = 9,347), 824 had hospitalizations with
a diagnosis of HF confirmed by ARIC (8.8%, 95% CI 8.2%–
9.4%), 846 were hospitalized with a HF-related ICD-9-CM
discharge code of 428.x identified from administrative claims
(9.1%, 95% CI 8.5%–9.6%), and 1,391 were hospitalized or
seen in the outpatient setting for HF identified from admin-
istrative claims (14.9%, 95% CI 14.2%–15.6%; Supplemental
Table S1).

Table 1. Agreement Estimates of Self-Reported Heart Failure
Versus Objective Measures of Heart Failure—Atherosclerosis

Risk in Communities (ARIC) study

Estimate

Physician-
Confirmed

Heart Failure

ARIC-
Classified

Heart Failure*

Heart Failure
Identified From
Administrative

Claims†

Verification‡ ✓ ✓ ✓
Kappa ✓ ✓
PABAK ✓ ✓
Sensitivity ✓ ✓
Specificity ✓ ✓
PPV ✓ ✓

PABAK, prevalence and bias–adjusted kappa; PPV, positive predictive value.
✓, estimate calculated for objective measure of heart failure.

*Definite and probable acute decompensated heart failure and chronic stable
heart failure ascertained from reviewed abstracted medical records.

†Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services Medicare claims.
‡Confirmed heart failure among self-reporters of heart failure.

Table 2. Descriptive Characteristics by Heart Failure Ascertainment, n (%)—Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) study,
2005–2012

Characteristic

ARIC Participants Who May Be Classified as Having Heart Failure

Physician-Confirmed
Heart Failure

(n = 379)

ARIC-Classified
Heart Failure*
(n = 11,846)

Heart Failure Identified From
Administrative Claims†

(n = 9,347)

Age, y, mean ± SD‡ 72 ± 5.6 71 ± 5.7 71 ± 5.5
Female 181 (48) 6,960 (59) 5,584 (60)
African-American 100 (26) 2,912 (25) 2,492 (27)
Center

Forsyth County 58 (15) 3,104 (26) 2,049 (22)
Jackson 93 (24) 2,532 (21) 2,219 (24)
Minneapolis 104 (27) 3,236 (27) 2,266 (24)
Washington County 124 (33) 2,974 (25) 2,813 (30)

Comorbidities
Diabetes§ 82 (22) 1,386 (12) 1,161 (12)
Hypertension¶ 236 (62) 5,270 (44) 4,340 (46)
Myocardial infarction** 67 (18) 551 (5) 452 (5)
Stroke†† 24 (6) 331 (3) 288 (3)
Coronary heart disease‡‡ 90 (24) 654 (6) 536 (6)

*Definite and probable acute decompensated heart failure and chronic stable heart failure ascertained from reviewed abstracted medical records.
†Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services Medicare (CMS) fee-for-service inpatient and outpatient claims.
‡Age at start of follow-up (January 1, 2005).
§Fasting glucose ≥126 mg/dl, nonfasting glucose ≥200 mg/dl, using medication for diabetes, or self-reported physician diagnosis of diabetes before start

of follow-up (January 1, 2005).
¶Systolic blood pressure ≥140 mm Hg, diastolic blood pressure ≥90 mm Hg, or on medication for high blood pressure before start of follow-up (January

1, 2005).
**Prevalent myocardial infarction ascertained from ARIC surveillance.
††Prevalent stroke ascertained from ARIC surveillance.
‡‡Prevalent coronary heart disease ascertained from ARIC surveillance.
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Verification of Heart Failure

From January 1, 2005, to December 31, 2012, 379 of the
765 participants who self-reported HF (49.5%; Supplemental
Table S2) had information regarding confirmed HF status from
their physicians. For 231 of those, the participants’ physi-
cians confirmed that their patients had HF (60.9% agreement,
95% CI 56.0%–65.9%; Table 3).

Comparison of Self-Reported and ARIC-Classified Heart
Failure

Of the 765 ARIC participants who self-reported HF, 379
(50%) were classified as having HF according to ARIC study
criteria (Supplemental Table S2). The probability that a par-
ticipant was classified by ARIC as having HF if they self-
reported HF (PPV) was 49.5% (95% CI 45.9%–53.1%;
Table 3). The sensitivity of self-reported HF versus ARIC-
classified HF was low (38.5%, 95% CI 35.4%–41.6%) and
specificity was high (96.4%, 95% CI 96.1%–96.8%). The
agreement of self-reported HF with HF classified by ARIC
was quantified as kappa 0.39 (CI 0.35–0.42) and PABAK 0.83
(95% CI 0.82–0.85).

Comparison of Self-Reported Heart Failure and Heart
Failure Identified From Administrative Claims

Of the 11,846 eligible ARIC participants, 9,347 were en-
rolled in FFS Medicare for ≥1 calendar month from January
1, 2005, to December 31, 2012. Among them, 45% (95% CI
41.2%–48.8%) of those who self-reported HF had been pre-
viously hospitalized with an HF code according to
administrative claims, and 60.9% (95% CI 57.1%–64.6%) of
participants who self-reported HF had been hospitalized or
were seen in the outpatient setting with an HF code (Table 3).
Overall agreement between self-reported HF and hospital-
ized HF identified from administrative claims, as measured
by kappa, was 0.34 (95% CI 0.31–0.37), whereas the agree-
ment between self-reported HF and with HF identified from

administrative hospitalization and outpatient claims de-
creased to 0.32 (95% CI 0.29–0.34). Similarly, the sensitivity,
PPV, and PABAK decreased when outpatient claims were in-
cluded in the comparison definition, partly owing to the shift
of participants from true negative to false negative
(Supplemental Table S2).

Discussion

Because health-status questionnaires continue to be im-
portant tools in clinical settings and in public health research,
we assessed the accuracy of self-reported HF compared with
physician-diagnosed HF and evaluated the agreement between
self-reported HF and a diagnosis of HF by the individual’s
health care provider, prior indications of HF in an individu-
al’s hospital records, and HF diagnostic codes in administrative
claims. We observed low agreement (kappa 0.32–0.39)
between HF self-reported by participants and physician-
diagnosed HF, and self-reports of HF were characterized by
frequent false positives and false negatives. Adjustment of
kappa statistics for prevalence and bias improved agree-
ment to 0.73–0.83. Sensitivity was low (28%–38%) and
specificity was high (96%–97%) for self-reported HF com-
pared with all measures of physician-diagnosed HF. The
prevalences of ARIC-classified HF and of hospitalized HF
ascertained from administrative claims were similar. However,
the prevalence of self-reported HF was lower, and the prev-
alence of pooled hospitalized and outpatient HF ascertained
from administrative claims was higher than the prevalence
of hospitalized HF.

Multiple Benchmarks

Previous studies have compared self-reported HF to a single
validation benchmark, making comparisons across studies
difficult. Therefore, our study was designed to directly
compare the agreement between self-reported HF and

Table 3. Agreement Between Self-Report of Heart Failure and Objective Measures of Heart Failure, % (95% Confidence
Interval)—Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) study, 2005–2012

Measure

Physician-Confirmed
Heart Failure

(n = 379)

ARIC-Classified
Heart Failure*
(n = 11,846)

Administrative Claims†

Heart Failure
Hospitalizations‡

(n = 9,347)

Heart Failure Hospitalizations
and Outpatient Visits§

(n = 9,347)

Verification¶ 60.9 (56.0–65.9) 49.5 (46.0–53.1) 45.0 (41.1–48.8) 60.9 (57.1–64.6)
Sensitivity – 38.5 (35.4–41.6) 34.5 (31.3–37.8) 28.4 (26.1–30.9)
Specificity – 96.4 (96.1–96.8) 95.8 (95.3–96.2) 96.8 (96.4–97.2)
Positive Predicted Value – 49.5 (45.9–53.1) 45.0 (41.3–48.9) 60.9 (57.0–64.6)
Kappa – 0.39 (0.35–0.42) 0.34 (0.31–0.37) 0.32 (0.29–0.35)
PABAK – 0.83 (0.82–0.85) 0.81 (0.79–0.82) 0.73 (0.71–0.75)

PABAK, prevalence and bias–adjusted kappa. Confirmed heart failure: physician-confirmed heart failure: n = 231; ARIC-classified heart failure: n = 379;
hospitalized heart failure identified from administrative claims: n = 292; hospitalized and outpatient heart failure identified from administrative claims: n = 395.
Prevalence: self-reported heart failure: 6.9%; ARIC-classified heart failure: 8.8%; hospitalized heart failure identified from administrative claims: 9.1%; hos-
pitalized and outpatient heart failure identified from administrative claims: 14.9%.

*Definite and probable acute decompensated heart failure and chronic stable heart failure ascertained from reviewed abstracted medical records.
†Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services Medicare claims.
‡International Classification of Disease, 9th Edition, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) code 428.x in any position present in the hospital record.
§ICD-9-CM 428.x in any position present in the hospital record or ICD-9-CM 428.x present in the outpatient record.
¶Confirmed heart failure among self-reporters of heart failure.
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physician-diagnosed HF, including in-depth medical record
review, administrative claims, and confirmation from a phy-
sician. Among previous reports estimating the agreement of
self-reports of physician-diagnosed HF and medical records,
agreement (kappa) ranged from 0.30 to 0.48 with low to fair
sensitivity (31%–69%) and high specificity (91%–97%).2–8

Our study yielded similar results with low sensitivity (39%)
and agreement (0.32–0.39) and high specificity (96%).

Baumeister et al compared self-reported HF with physi-
cal examinations and laboratory data1 and reported higher
agreement (kappa 0.74) and sensitivity (89%) than other
studies.2–8 Although our data does not allow a direct com-
parison with those from Baumeister et al, our validation results
were highest for self-reported HF compared with physician
confirmation of HF (61%). Although we chose confirma-
tion of HF by the interviewee’s physician as our benchmark,
we sought physician confirmation only from study partici-
pants who self-reported HF for the 1st time during an annual
telephone interview. Approximately 50% of physicians ulti-
mately returned the HF survey, and as a result 379 participant
self-reports of HF were available for verification by a phy-
sician. Although the profile of study participant characteristics
did not differ according to their physicians’ responses to the
survey, the low response constrains the generalizability of the
observed rate of physician confirmation of self-reported HF.

Similarly to medical record review, studies comparing self-
report with HF identified from hospital administrative claims
returned low agreement (0.19–0.33) and sensitivity (26%),
as well as high specificity (99%).4,9 Among ARIC partici-
pants with FFS Medicare, sensitivity (28%–35%), specificity
(96%–97%), and agreement (0.32–0.34) were similar. Al-
though our results can be compared with other studies,
administrative data have high variation in validity for record-
ing HF,13 and significant differences exist in the manner in
which hospitalizations are recorded in administrative claims
compared with medical records.14,15 Despite such differ-
ences, there is a high degree of agreement between hospital
records and Medicare administrative claims in the identifi-
cation of individuals discharged from hospital with a HF
diagnostic codes.

Patients’ Awareness and Understanding of Heart
Failure

Previous studies indicated that self-reported conditions char-
acterized by complex and nonspecific symptoms—such as
HF—have poor agreement compared with objective mea-
sures of the condition, in contrast to conditions that are better
characterized and more easily diagnosed, such as myocar-
dial infarction, stroke, and diabetes.2–6,9,16 The low agreement
of self-reported HF with physician-diagnosed HF may there-
fore reflect the complexity of HF as a syndrome and its varied
presentations. The current lack of consensus on the combi-
nation of signs and symptoms to classify HF, resulting in
several classification schema for use in clinical and re-
search settings,17 may lead clinicians and physicians to be
cautious when conveying a diagnosis of HF to their pa-

tients. The increasing use of functional tests and biomarkers
to diagnose and manage HF in primary care should assist cli-
nicians in making more accurate diagnoses of HF, conveying
this information to patients, and engaging them in an evidence-
informed management plan. Similarly to the difficulties that
practitioners face in conveying an accurate diagnosis of HF
to a patient, patients face challenges discerning a diagnosis
of HF from other medical conditions with similar symp-
toms and characteristics. As a case in point, the chronic
morbidity that characterized many of the study participants
who self-reported HF may have contributed to the lack of
agreement with the practitioners’ diagnoses: among the 148
individuals whose physicians indicated that their patients did
not have the HF that they had self-reported, 69.6% had a di-
agnosis of atrial fibrillation (n = 103), angina pectoris (n = 37),
previous myocardial infarction (n = 20), or another form of
ischemic heart disease (n = 60). Conditions such as these may
have led to self-reports of HF.

Prevalence and Bias–Adjusted Kappa

Because agreement measures may be influenced by the prev-
alence of HF (<10%), kappa coefficients may be decomposed
into factors that reflect observed agreement, bias, and prev-
alence. Particularly for comparisons across studies, it is
informative to report the kappa coefficient values and the
effects of bias and prevalence on agreement. In contrast to
the observed low kappa estimates, PABAK estimates were
considerably higher (0.73–0.83), although it should be con-
sidered that although PABAK adjusts for prevalence it may
overestimate agreement. Thus, the effects of bias and prev-
alence on the magnitude of kappa are of interest and, although
it has been argued that they should not be adjusted for,18 we
provided such measures of agreement19 alongside the value
of kappa.20

Prevalence of HF

We estimated the prevalence of HF by means of ascer-
tainment method in the study population and observed that
6.9% of ARIC participants, whose average age was 71 years,
self-reported HF during annual follow-up telephone inter-
views. This is somewhat lower than the 8%–10% reported
by other population-based surveys21–23 and higher than the 4.6%
self-reported by similar-age populations in the Health and Re-
tirement Study.23 Although the prevalence of ARIC-classified
HF hospitalizations (8.8%) and hospitalized HF identified from
administrative claims (9.1%) were similar, only 562 of the
1,108 participants with either type of HF hospitalizations were
identified in both sources (Supplemental Table S3). In turn,
only 244 participants (17.6%) who self-reported HF were iden-
tified by means of ARIC adjudication of medical records and
had an HF hospitalization identified from administrative claims.

As hypothesized, including outpatient claims substantial-
ly increased the prevalence of HF ascertained from
administrative claims. Although approximately one-half of
HF patients are managed in the outpatient setting (ie, not as-
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sociated with a hospitalization) and HF patients are
increasingly diagnosed and treated in outpatient clinics,24,25

reported population estimates of HF rarely include outpa-
tient HF. These temporal trends in the medical care of HF,
coupled with the variability in prevalence estimates men-
tioned above, underscore the importance of specifying the
definition and source of HF events when reporting frequen-
cy estimates.

Conclusion

Our results suggest that agreement of self-reported HF with
physician-confirmed HF, prior indications of HF in the pa-
tient’s health record, and HF identified from administrative
claims is low to fair, and that self-reported HF is insensi-
tive. Although prevalence estimates of self-reported HF are
similar to those from hospitalizations with HF discharge di-
agnoses, the agreement between these sources in the
identification of “cases” of HF is low to poor. For accurate
population estimates of HF, self-reported HF data should be
coupled with other sources, such as diagnostic tests or medical
records. The observed low accuracy of self-reported HF sug-
gests that complexities in the diagnosis of HF make it
challenging for health professionals to consistently and ac-
curately convey this diagnosis to patients. These results
highlight the need for improved awareness and understand-
ing of HF by patients to enable their participation in the
management of HF toward improved clinical outcomes.
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